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Tokyo [Japan], December 26 (ANI): Two Chinese ships illegally entered Japanese territorial waters near the disputed Senkaku Islands on Saturday, according to Japanese security services. Madrid [Spain], December 26 (ANI/Sputnik): At least four cases of a new variant covid-19 recently appeared in the UK have been confirmed in
Madrid, Spain, Antonio Zapatero, a senior administration official in the Spanish capital, said on Saturday, adding that there were three other suspected cases of the new strain. Leicester [United Kingdom], 26 December (ANI): Manchester United and Leicester City drew 2-2 in the 2020-21 Premier League season here at The King Power
Stadium.New Delhi, 26 December (PTI) A court reprimanded Delhi police on Saturday after being told that police had manhandled a murder suspect and took him to a car from tihar prison, where he had gone. Striker scored a late equaliser to ensure the spoils were shared in a thriller to King PowerManchester United's remarkable run
away wins ended as they missed the opportunity to go second in the Premier League, despite twice heading to Leicester on Boxing Day. Ole Gunnar Solskjaer's team had produced an extraordinary 14 consecutive road wins in all competitions and headed to the King Power Stadium through Marcus Rashford and later Bruno Fernandes,
although the Foxes were brilliant in a thrilling festive encounter as levels harvey Barnes and Jamie Vardy prevented them from being jumped into the table. It was almost the perfect start for the visitors, with Fernandes cutting a nice cross over for the unmarked rashford, which somehow headed over a few yards. Leicester City 2-2
Manchester United: Ole Gunnar Solskjaer's team misses the chance to make it second in the Premier League as Bruno Fernandes' effort is cancelled by the end of the vardy strikeThe president appears to be banking on republican politicians who disrupt the vote count on 6 January, On 26 December (PTI) Rashtriya Loktantrik Party (RLP)
and MP Nagaur Hanuman Beniwal announced on Saturday a split of the BJP-led National Democratic Alliance (NDA) over the Centre's new agricultural laws. It was an opportunity for us to give them something back, says the restaurant owner, who has received more than 45,000 reviews. Yesterday, the world celebrated one of the most
beloved and expected festivals that Christmas! This festival also makes us realize that the year will soon end and we will enter the new year. Thus, we all attend Christams celebrations celebrate it and a memorable day with family and friends. We're going... Mumbai, December 26 (PTI) Superstar Salman Khan has called on his fans not to
crowd in front of his house here to mark his 55th birthday on Sunday in the wake of Pandemic. Boxing Day is here and this is your last chance of the year to bag some serious bargains through smart watches, headphones, speakers and moreThey're deliveries that the world was waiting for. Boxes filled with Pfizer/BioNTech COVID-19
vaccines arrived in Paris on Saturday (December 26th) as the country and the continent prepare to launch their immunization programmes. The European Union's regulatory approval of the shooting was confirmed on Monday (December 21st), with France considering starting to inculcate the most vulnerable on Sunday (December 27th).
Greece will also begin vaccinations on Sunday, with nearly 10,000 doses arriving in Athens in a temperature-controlled truck. Prime Minister Kyriakos Mitsotakis will be among the first to get a jab, while the country gives top priority to hospital staff and health sector employees. Meanwhile, Hungary has been ahead of the rest of the EU as
it began vaccinating health workers in Budapest on Saturday. The official MTI news agency reported that Hungary received its first delivery on Saturday morning which will be enough to inoculate 4,875 people. The hot spots of the Italy and Spain virus also received shipments on Saturday, as did Germany, with Health Minister Jens Spahn
praising the deployment. There really is a happy Christmas message. Right now, trucks with the first vaccines are on the road all over Europe, all over Germany, in all federal states. More deliveries will follow the day after tomorrow. This vaccine is the crucial key to defeating the pandemic. It's the key for us to get our lives back alive. The
UK became the first country in the world to roll out the vaccine earlier this month. Kolkata, December 26 (PTI) The Ramakrishna Math in Cossipore here that attracts lakhs of devotees on January 1st each year for Kalpataru Utsav will be off limits for people this time because of the pandemic, RKM authorities said in a statement Saturday.
Kolkata, December 26 (PTI) West Bengal Education Minister Partha Chatterjee on Saturday called on a section of Jadavpur University students to flee the path of gheraoing senior university officials to lobby for their demands. Ranchi (Jharkhand) [India], December 26 (ANI): Jharkhand's Chief Minister, Hemant Soren, will deliver an
opening lecture on tribal rights, Sustainable Development and Welfare Policies at Jharkhand virtually at the 18th Annual India Conference at Harvard University in Cambridge, Massachusetts, to be held From February 19-21, 2021.New Delhi [India], December 26 (ANI): The Delhi High Court on Saturday rejected a plea from a government
employee to cancel his transfer order after the Centre assured that adequate health facilities were available for his son's medical treatment at Visakhapatnam.Second and third place sides shared the points in their boxing day meeting courtesy of a Creative Commons license (Flickr / Robert S. Donovan) When people learn learn they
usually start with the most basic class of the driver's license: the Class C licence. However, to operate specialized vehicles such as ambulances or carry semi-trailers, you must apply for special permits. Most states have at least one motorcycle class, three non-commercial classes and three commercial licensing categories. Department of
Motor Vehicle websites can help you sort through the intricacies of license classes. In most states, licences enter Classes A, B, C and M. Category A, B and C are still broken down by commercial and non-commercial vehicles. These three classes cover cars, trucks and semi-trailers. In addition, Categories A, B and C each have separate
weight restrictions for both the main operational vehicle and all towed items. The Class C basic licence allows you to drive two- and three-axle vehicles up to a certain weight (in California, 26,000 lbs and 6,000 lbs, respectively). The Class C licence is the standard driver's licence. With a C-Class, you can carry up to 16 passengers. A
Class C commercial licence may contain endorsements that allow the driver to carry hazardous materials or more than 16 passengers. The Class B commercial licence allows you to operate vehicles up to a certain amount (for example, 26,000 lbs in California) and commercial towing trailers up to a certain amount (usually 10,000 lbs).
Class B commercial drivers can also drive non-commercial Class B vehicles and tow vehicles that Class C drivers can tow. With a Class A commercial licence, you can use all Class B and C vehicles and tow all commercial vehicles, regardless of their weight. On the non-commercial side, a Class A permit allows the operation and towing
of all vehicles and trailers, with the exception of commercial vehicles, motorcycles and other vehicles that require additional endorsements. Driving a motorcycle requires a Class M. Depending on the condition, M licenses can fall into more than one category. In California, for example, an M1 licence is required to drive standard
motorcycles and an M2 licence is required for motorized motorcycles. Basic licensing classes remain mostly the same from state to state. Slight differences may occur in weight restrictions for operation and towing. Some states may have special permits for new drivers (e.g., Class D licence in Georgia) and certain specialized vehicles
such as a fire truck (e.g., Class A in California). Not all states have two distinct categories of motorcycle licences. Whichever category of license you apply for, you will need to take a written test and a practical exam. States often require young drivers to also obtain initial apprenticeship permits. Many DMVs offer examples of written tests
to help you prepare. All licence classes also require application forms, proof of age and name, vision tests and variable fees For non-commercial licences, a licence is usually usually if you pass the written tests. After a certain period of practice, you must return to the DMV and take the practical exam. To receive a Class A or B non-
commercial licence, you must already have a Class C licence in good standing and meet additional requirements. For commercial permits, most states require background checks and road tests with commercial driving testing centers. To pass the commercial driving test, you will need to pass a vehicle inspection and basic tests of skills
and driving, depending on the specific class. Motorcycle licences also begin with a permit process. After a period of practice, you must pass both a written test and a motorcycle skills test. Age restrictions on certain types of licences vary by state. With a Class C license, you can't tow more than one car. Class C commercial licences are
required to transport hazardous materials (see Section 6 for more details). Many states have various age restrictions. The most common age restriction is a curfew imposed on a new driver under a certain age. In West Virginia, drivers under the age of 21 have restrictions on intra-state travel. Other restrictions include L (which limits
drivers to vehicles without air brakes) and N (a Class C restriction that allows the driver to use buses only 26,000 pounds or less). Endorsements are required to transport certain substances, regardless of the licence category. The Basic Class C licence holds a P (passenger) endorsement obtained through the standard road test. Hazmat
transport is recognized by H approval (HAZMAT), N approvals allow you to operate tanks, T approvals allow you to operate double/triples, and an F endorsement allows you to operate motorcycles (as opposed to the only M motorcycle allowed). license).
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